Animal Care Associates, Inc
Exotic History Form
Owner’s Name?
Pet’s Name?
Species?
Sex?
Age?
Date pet was acquired?
Size of pet when acquired?
States your pet has lived in?
Source of pet (breeder/pet store/previous owner)?
Captive bred or wild caught?
Number of previous owners?
What room is the pet kept in the house?
Cage: type and size?
Enclosure
Description

Baths/Misting
Cleaning of
cage
Natural
Lighting
Artificial
Lighting

Temperature

Humidity

Type of material on bottom of cage?
Types of live plants?
Furnishings in cage?
Frequency (# of times per month)?
Method and type of liquids?
Frequency (# of times per month)?
Type of cleaning products used?
Number of hrs of direct sunlight per day?
Type of lights used?
Number of hrs of artificial light per day?
How often are the bulbs changed?
Is there a thermometer in the cage?
What is the temp in the hottest part of cage?
What is the temp in the coldest part of cage?
How do you heat the cage?
Is the temp decreased at night?
If so, what is the nighttime temp?
How often is the cage misted?
Is the humidity measured?
If so, what is the humidity?
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Please list the specific diet your pet eats and what percentage of
that diet is made up of the following:
Vegetables _____
List types:
%

Diet

Supplements

Fruits _____%

List types:

Commercial diet
_____%

List types:

Meats _____%

List types and how are they fed (live,
killed):

Insects _____%

List types and are they gut loaded or
dusted before feeding:

Others _____%

List types:

List the type, how they are given, and how frequently they are
used:

When was the last shed or molt?
Do you plan on breeding this pet?
Has your pet ever been tested for any parasites?
Has your pet laid eggs or given birth?
List any current health problems, concerns, or questions you would like
answered today:

